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VEX Poster Design
Design Choices

For this poster, Rucha and Mahi held a meeting to discuss what

we wanted our poster template to look like and the color

scheme we wanted to use. We decided to go with a lavender

and white theme as it is our color theme for our Instagram and

Facebook page for this season. We wanted to create a poster

where we discuss a bit about the different positions we have

available, the different qualities that students have that can

help them succeed in our team, and a bit about the way our

team functions.

 

We wanted specific focus on the people on our team, which is

why we chose to display images of them working. Our non-

toxic and friendly team environment allows everyone to thrive

and provide their best to the team. The outline on the people

draws the viewer's attention, placing special emphasis on them

and the work that they are doing. 

 

The lowercase on the poster creates an inviting atmosphere

that allows the reader to relax; this team is not meant to be

overly intense, but is instead meant to be a lovely envirionment

where the members can grow into the best people they can be.



we areteam 97101w

are you:
a problem solver?
innovative?
creative?
passionate about stem?
longing for a non-toxic
environment with
fellow passionate girls?

then joining team
97101w is right for you!

apply today!

positions open for:
programmer
builder
team manager

notebook
outreach

american high school's all-girls
vex team 97101w is dedicated to
giving every girl a non-toxic and
welcoming environment to be
heard and to effectively learn
everything there is to know
about vex robotics to succeed
now and learn essential skills to
prepare them for a prosperous
career in stem in the future. 


